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ABSTRACT

Document databases available on the Internet carry massive information resources. To a person needing a piece of information on a specific domain, finding the piece, however, is often quite problematic even though there were a representative collection of databases available on the domain. The languages used in the content, the names of document types, their structures, the ways documents are organized and their retrieval techniques often vary in the databases. The databases containing legal information on the Internet offer a typical example. For finding relevant documents and for being able to interpret the content of the documents correctly, the user may need information about the context where the documents have been created. In this chapter we introduce a method for collecting contextual metadata and for representing the metadata to the users by graphical models. The solution is demonstrated by a case of retrieving information from distributed European legal databases.

This chapter appears in the book, Effective Databases for Text & Document Management by Shirley A. Becker. Copyright © 2003, IRM Press, an imprint of Idea Group Inc. Copying or distributing in print or electronic forms without written permission of Idea Group Inc. is prohibited.
INTRODUCTION

Document databases available on the Internet carry massive information resources. To a person needing a piece of information on a specific domain, finding the piece is often quite problematic even though there were a representative collection of databases available on the domain. The databases containing legal information on the Internet offer a typical example. Recent trend towards electronic government (e-government) has tremendously increased the amount of public information available to citizens and organizations on the Internet. In Europe, due to the development towards European integration, this information is increasingly needed also regarding foreign European legal systems and the European Union itself. The legal databases are, however, organized in different ways, their content is written in different languages and their retrieval techniques vary. Differences in legal systems aggravate the problems of information retrieval. Similarly, on the intranets and extranets of organizations, information resources are often scattered in heterogeneous repositories. In paper machine manufacturing, for example, the amount of cooperating organizations and documents involved is always immense, and the information related to the manufacturing process is more and more stored on documents available via intranets and extranets.

Document retrieval tools always utilize metadata in information access. The metadata is data about the documents in the repository. It can be, for example, data about their content, about the way they are organized or about their structure. It can also be data about the context where the documents have been created. Especially in cases where the language of the content, the ways documents are organized, as well as their structures, vary in the databases of the repository, the role of contextual metadata becomes important both for finding relevant documents and for being able to interpret the content of the documents correctly. In this chapter, we introduce a method for collecting contextual metadata and for representing the metadata to the users by graphical models. The solution is demonstrated by a case of retrieving information from distributed European legal databases.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The next section describes legal information in Europe as a case and demonstrates the challenges related to information retrieval in the case. A method for collecting contextual metadata is then introduced, and we show a way to visualize the contextual metadata in a user interface. An interface for finding legal information from European legal databases is described as an example. Finally, we discuss future directions related to the metadata support in information access.

EUROPEAN LEGAL INFORMATION AS A CASE

The legal domain in Europe offers an interesting and important example of distributed, heterogeneous information resources. The case was studied in a project called EULEGIS (European User Views to Legislative Information in Structured Form) belonging to the Telematics Application Programme of the European Commission. The main practical intent of the project was to offer single-point Web access to European legal
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